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Taking Care of Your Health
To keep law school from taking its toll on your body
and sp1rit, eat right, exercise, and go easy on yourself
By Kenneth Gorton

If you're like me, the first thing you did
when you received your law school
acceptance letter was read One L-Scott
Turow's memoir of the panic and stress
he faced as an entering Harvard law student. I spent those summer months panicking about contracts, civil procedure,
and torts (can any of you remember
when you didn't know what a tort was?)
only to discover Turow was right.
Student~-myself included-live frantic
lives filled with deadlines, midnight study
sessions, bouts of depression, and, sometimes, what feels like insanity. After the
first month, I abandoned my good intentions and healthy meals, relying instead
on coffee, adrenaline, and more coffee to
get me through my busy week.
And then the day carne when I just didn't want to play anymore. Even getting
out of bed was a real drag. Lying there, I
asked the best legal question l'O. come
across so far: Isn't there a better way?
From somewhere in the back of my
mind carne a voice that answered with a
resounding yes. It was Rodney Yee, the
man with the ponytail and annoyingly
perfect body from my girlfriend's yoga
videos. So, I decided to give him a call.
Yee, author and star of the Yoga
Practice Series videos, is world famous for
his work with p eople like us-busy

professionals who wake up one day and
realize their health is out of whack. He
says success in law school takes more than
late-night study sessions and writing a
great outline. It means learning to stay
healthy even under the most stressful
conditions imaginable. And, now, while
we're students, is the best time to learn.
The first step requires a change in attitude. Instead of burning the candle at
both ends, try easing up a bit.
"Funny thing is, we've created this deep
association between working extremely
hard and getting results," Yee says. "Bur
most of us perform much better when
we're relaxed and don't feel overwhelmed.
Once you start to associate anxiety with
getting something done, you've trained
yourself to get anxious whenever you
have work to do. As a lawyer, that's going
to create a difficult life."
Yee explains that settin~ aside even. a
small amount of time for physical and
mental health each day is a

~JOwel:fu(

way

to help break this cycle. Schedule time in
your day to spend 15 to 30 minutes
alone. This can be for aerobic exercise,
yoga, or simply lying on your back and
focusing on your breach. The most
important thing, however, is to let go of
your busy day and pay attention to what
you're doing. If you're running, run.
Don't spend the time thinking about

your legal research paper. As the old saying goes, "Be where your feet are at."
Many of the best lawyers have learned
this secret, Yee says. "When you practice
mindful exercise outside the courtroom,
you'll be more relaxed inside the courtroom," he says. "Your observation skills
will be 10 times better. Your people skills
will be 10 times better."
While 30 minutes of yoga, running,
swimming, or cycling each day may be
optimal, you can do relaxation techniques in the morning while still lying in
bed. "Notice the state of your body," Yee
says. "Feel the tenseness of your lower
back and the tightness around your eyes,
and practice letting it go." The trick is to
learn how it feels to be relaxed and
healthy, so you can remember that state
when things get rough.
Yee reminds law students that there always will be in.credib\e demands in \ife
like taking the bar exam find.i.ruLa iob, or
wtnn{n~

a
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case.

.

"One of the most important questions
you should ask yourself now is, how am I
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and competition take that away from
(Continued on Page 3)

Law Review Isn't the
Only Route to a Job
by D onna Gersqn

Inside This Issue

going to approach these demands?" }'pa
f~sb, ~e.~,.:."&

If you didn't make law review, join the
club. Most students aren't members of
their school's law review or scholarly journal. Still, the majoriry oflaw students find
gainful employment within six months of
graduation, according to NALP, the National Association for Law Placement. So
there's no reason to worry if you can't list
this credential on your resume. Still, it
pays to maximize your job-getting potentiaL How? Highlight your skills on your
resume, in your cover letter, and during
interviews. Even the most selective law
firms consider a wide range of credentials
when evaluating an applicant.
Ask a hiring partner what they seek in a
new hire and you'll hear a familiar litany
of qualities: sharp intellect, excellent research and writing skills, a sincere interest
in the finn's practice areas, maturity, a
drive to succeed, and a commitment to
professional excellence.
You will find a job, even if you're not
on law review. But to increase your employment options, you'll need to develop
other qualities employers' value. Consider
the following:

Develop your research and writing skills.
Foremost on an employers mind is the
importance of hiring new lawyers who
can research thoroughly and write pre-

cisely. If you're not on Jaw review, you can
develop research and writing skills
through other routes. If your school
offers them, sign up for advanced legal
research and writing classes. When you
communicate with employers, emphasize
research and writing projects you completed for other classes.
Use this opportuniry to produce a writing sample, such as a memo, that demonstrates your abilities. Of course, you
should be certain your writing sample
uses correct citation format and is free of
typos and grammatical errors. Moreover,
you should be knowledgeable about the
topic of your memo. Be prepared to discuss with interviewers the finer points of
your research, the facts of cases, and
underlying issues.

Gain legal work experience.
Through law review, students learn how
to conduct esoteric research, but they
don't gain substantive work experience.
Taking the time to work part time during
the academic year and summer can
help boost your credentials with employers. Getting real experience drafting;
briefs and motions, and attending court
proceedings, will allow you to leverage
those experiences during your job search.
Many employers, particularly small
(Continued on Page 3)
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Have a story to report?
Have any interest
in journalism?
Would you like to get
involved with an interesting
in-school activity?
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EDITORIAL STAFF
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

AsHA SMITH

ABoUT DENovo
DeNovo is a student-run newspaper
that is published periodically
throughout the academic year. The
paper welcomes submissions from
students, faculty, alumni and any and
all other members of the NYLS community. In addition, letters to the
editorial staff, comments, and suggestions are always welcome.

All submissions will be considered,
but the Editorial Board retains
the right to determine the final content of the newspaper. We also
reserve the right to edit for
clarity and conciseness. Editorials
and opinions of the Editorial Board
reflect only the opinions of
the Editorial Board. Any other
opinions expressed are those of the
authors and do not reflect the
opinions of the Editorial Board.
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If so, join us.
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Please address all submissions, letters
and any other correspondence to:
EDHOM

New York Law School
57 Worth Street-L2
New York, NY 10013
PHONE:

212-431-2899, ext. 4202
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212-965-8841
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Great Reasons
to Become a NYSBA
law Student Member

Make valuable contacts.
Better prepare for the bar exam.
Sharpen your skills.
Stay informed.
Save money, save time.
Find the area of law that's right for you.
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Puzzle by websudoku.com

To JOin today, call 518.487.5577 1 800.582.2452

Or JOin online at www.nysba.org/join

Sudoku 1:
Easy-Level Solution

3 6 5
1 7 2
9 8 4
6 4 8
2 5 1
7 9 3
8 2 6
5 1 7
4 3 9

1 9 8
5 3 4
2 6 7
9 7 2

6 8 3
4 5 1
3 4 9
8 2 6
7 1 5

4 7 2

8 6
1 5
5 3
9 4
2 8
7 1
3 9
6 2

9
3
1
7

6
5
4

8

Puzzle by websudoku.com

Sudoku II:
Medium-Level Solution

8 5 1 7
7 4 6 1
9 3 2 8
4 9 7 5
3 2 5 9
1 6 8 3
2 8 9 4
6 1 4 2
5 7 3 6

2 9 6
5 3 2
4 6 5
6 2 3
8 1 7
7 4 9
3 7 1
9 5 8
1 8 4

3 4
9 8
1 7
8 1
4 6
5 2
6 5
7 3
2 9

Puzzle by websudoku.com

Sudoku Ill:
Evil-Level Solution
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Taking Care of Your Health
(Continued from Page 1)
students-they come out of law school
less able to serve than when they went in."
You might argue that your grades could
suffer if you carved out time for exercise.
Or maybe a physical limitation is holding
you back. These excuses didn't stop
Justine Phillips, a third-year student at
the University of San Diego School of
Law, who works out every day.
When I talked with her, she was ranked
second in her class. And she was 81/2
months pregnant.
Phillips reads cases while doing a blend
of cardiovascular exercise and yoga during her lunch hour. If you envision yourself balancing a 5-pound law book in one
hand while gripping a bar with the other,
she's figured that out as well.
"I print out [cases] so I'm not holding a
big heavy book in my lap," Phillips says.
"I don't think Wesclaw likes me very
much. I go through a lot of printouts
every day."
Phillips also recommends yoga because
it incorporates all of the basics, like
stretching, movement, and teaching your
mind to stay focused and relaxed. "It
trains you to sit upright with a healthy
posture in class, and it helps you concentrate for long periods of time," she says.
"You can also do yoga poses while reading
law books on the floor at home."
Law students may be able to find yoga
or other exercise classes at their school
or in their community. Phillips says
the gym at her school usually is crowded
with law students every day, especially
those studying for rbe bar and trying ro
keep it together. She follows Yees advice

and plans on staying in balance throughout her legal career-which means getting
enough sleep, nutrition, and exercise.
"Having a child really puts things into perspective on what's important," she says.
People under stress often overlook another important element of staying
healthy-eating right. If Rodney Yee is
my mentor on the yoga front, Udo Erasmus is my nutrition guru.
Erasmus, author of Fats That Heal, Fats
That Kill (Alive Books, 1999), remembers being a busy graduate student
on the run. He says law students can
drastically improve their health-and
their performance in school-simply by
making two changes in their eating
habits.
The fust is to eat fewer carbohydrates,
especially when you're sitting all day. ''A
diet high in carbohydrates, like sugary
cereal or a muffin in the morning, causes
your blood sugar to fluctuate throughout
the day," Erasmus says. "When this happens, students aren't going to deal well
with stress. They'll tend to feel more frustrated, and they'll have a hard time conceo tracing."
Erasmus recommends instead a diet
high in protein, green leafy vegetables,
and the right kind of fats and oils. "It
sounds silly," he says. "But the ideal
breakfast for a law student is probably a
couple of eggs and a salad topped with
extra-virgin olive oil."
Good fats and bad fats
The second change Erasmus recommends is to avoid trans-fats, or hydrogenated oils, found in vending-machine
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food such as cookies and potato chips.
These are known as "bad fats." But socalled "good fats," such as the omega oils
found in fish and over-the-counter supplements, can help boost your overall
health, he says.
"There are essential fatty acids not
manufactured by our bodies that we need
for health," says Erasmus, who lends his
name Udo to a brand of nutritional oil
supplements. "Two really important ones
are called omega 3 and omega 6 oil. The
problem is, we have decreased our omega
3s to about 16 percent of what they used
to be in the 1800s. Research shows that
people who don't have enough omega 3s
are much more likely to get depressed,
slow down their ability to learn, have
poor memories, and even gain weight."
When asked what else to avoid,
Erasmus says students should monitor
the amount of coffee they drink, and
maybe even switch to tea. Both green tea
and red tea are high in polyphenols, a
natural antioxidant. If you like a little zip
in the morning, green tea has some caffeine. Red tea is caffeine free and good for
drinking in the evening.
As for food, Erasmus says students
should stay away from sugary snacks,
white flour, and bad fats. You can replace
them with raw nuts, seeds, whole grains,
fruits, vegetables, and unprocessed,
uncooked oils like extra-virgin olive oil
and flaxseed oil
Yee and Erasmus both recommend
meditation for law students. Yee suggests
learning to meditate for better concentration, physical health, and happinessand as a way to release negative thoughts

and fears.
"I would ask law students to take 10 to
20 minutes, sit in a relaxed position, and
pay attention to their breathing," Yee
says. "Don't judge, manipulate, or force
it. Just use your exhaled breath as a way
to let go of whatever problems you
have-the bar exam, your busy dayand feel your body release." He recommends attending a meditation class to
learn the basics.
Erasmus also suggests getting enough
sleep, drinking plenty of water, and going
outside from time to time to, get natural
sunlight. "Play, exercise, or be active
while having fun," Erasmus says. "Our
body is made for activity. Climb trees,
mountains, and stairs. Bounce on the
bed. Laugh. Dance. Stretch. The fun is as
important as the exercise."
You don't have to be Rodney Yee or
Udo Erasmus to benefit from a little exercise, good eating habits, and relaxation.
Since making the switch from waking up
panicked and blurry-eyed to doing yoga
in rbe mornings and eating a healthier
diet, I feel more relaxed and focused
throughout the day. My performance in
law school has improved along with my
overall well-being.
Yee probably would smile at my awkward poses and bends, but that's OK. It's
worth the effort.
"Taking Care ofYour Health" by Kenneth
Gorton, published in Student Lawyer
Volume 32, No. 3, November 2003.
©2003 by the American Bar Association.
Reprinted with Permission.

How to Maximize your Job-Getting Potential without Law Review Status
(Continued.from Page 1)
and mid-size firms, value practical experience and the maturity that comes from
balancing school and work responsibilities more than they value journal membership.
Practical work experience also lets you
sample various practice areas and determine your interest in pursuing full-time
employment in a particular field. In addition, the networking potential of realworld employment (even through a
short-term work assignment) can provide
big career benefits. Working for lawyers
in your area of interest, or in the locale
where you want to practice, can translate
into influential professional references
and networking advice your law review
peers may not have access to. Especially
in small legal markets and niche practice
areas, becoming a familiar face through
work experience and networking events
can confer star qualities despite lackluster
grades.

Highlight your academic
achievements.
If your overall grade point average isn't
exceptional, your resume and cover letter
should emphasize your individual academic achievements. Review your law
school, graduate school, and college transcripts and note the classes where yon
excelled. Include that information in

Law review is a small piece ofthe employment puzzle.
Ifyou're not a member oflaw review, you can help
employers view your other credentials in the best light. Do
so by emphasizing the skills mat matter most your academic achievement, work experience, demonstrated research
and writing abilities, and inter-personal skills.
your resume under a sub-heading titled
"Academic Achievements." By culling
such honors (in compliance with your
law school's grade reporting policy), you
can help employers see your potential.
Cultivate your interpersonal skills.
Remember the importance of interpersonal skills in the job search process, especially during interviews and in networking situations. Enthusiasm, a genuine interest in the employer's work, and
a pleasant disposition often can tip the
interview scales in your favor, even if
your grades are mediocre.
When I worked in career services, a
local trial judge once called me to discuss
two interviews he had just conducted for
a full-lime law clerk vacancy. The judge
interviewed two 3Ls from my school:
One was a member of the law review; the
other was a competent middle-of-theclass candidate with a good undergraduate performance and substantive work
experience. The judge noted that he was

inclined to hire the law review student
based on paper credentials, but he wanted to give the other student a chance.
During the interview, the law review
student appeared uninterested in the
clerkship. When questioned about her
motivation for working as a law clerk, the
student couldn't articulate her goals,
desires, or reasons for interviewing. According to the judge, her body language
suggested she was tired and bored.
In contrast, the non-law review student
arrived full of enthusiasm and interest.
Her prim- Work experience demonstrated n impotence in research and writing, and she had excellent references from
her f. h-hht employer. Although her
grades were unremarkable overall, she
earned a high grade in her fust-year
course in legal research and writing, and
she received the "Best Brief" award in the
law school's moot court competition.
During the interview, the non-law review
student asked questions, demonstrated
an understanding of a law clerk's duties,

and was clearly happy to be there.
Guess which candidate the judge hired.
Despite this judge's decision, some
employers remain steadfast in their commitment to hire only law review
members in the entry-level associate
ranks. In this case, you have two options.
One (if you really must work for a firm
with this stringent a policy) is to work
hard and gain membership in the law
review during your third year by either
grading on or writing on, depending
upon your school's policy. The alternative
is to seek employment with the firm later
in your career, after gaining experience
elsewhere and becoming accomplished in
your field.
Law review is a small piece of the employment puzzle. If you're not a member
of law review, you can help employers
view your other credentials in the best
light. Do so by emphasizing the skills
mat matter most your academic achievement, work experience, demonstrated research and writing abilities, and interpersonal skills.
"Law Review isn't the Only Route to
a Job" by Donna Gerson, published in
Student Lawyer, Volume 32 No. 5,
January 2004. ©2004 by the American
Bar Association. Reprinted with
Permission.
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THE NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL ARTIST COLLECTIVE PRESENTS

THE STARVING ARTIST
Bohemian Rhapsody:
A Review

Broken Art: Forgotten Losses
in the War on Terror

By jerry Ray Dial

So I headed over to the New York State Theater at Lincoln Center to catch the City
Opera's production of La Boheme. It was amazing that I had enough motivation to
see an opera after a night of heavy drinking, but I am trying to become more cultured.
Yes I know culture on me is like tits on a bull, but I decided that hearing a lovely aria
couldn't hurt. Also, it is shameful that the last bit of live theater I saw was a homeless
man doing the lindy hop while singing "Candyman'' in Washington Square Park.
The story is: Rodolfo the poet, Marcello the painter, Colline the philosopher, and
Schaunard the musician all share a crappy apartment in Paris. They are all dirt poor.
We know this because they sing about every aspect of their depressing lives. I guess it
works for the opera, but ifl were to come home and drop into song about how "Wills
and Trusts kill my soul/law school happy hours make me feel old" I am sure my roommate would harm me.
Rodolfo meets his new neighbor Mimi who is looking for some fire to light her candle (literally and figuratively). In all of five minutes, these two realize that they are
madly in love.
Afterwards, Rodolfo and Mimi head over to Cafe Momus to meet up with the crew
where Marcello's ex-girlfriend, Musetta (or gold digging hussy if that is easier to pronounce), appears with her sugar daddy. Musetta reunites with Marcello leaving old
money bags with the dinner check.
Later, on the outskirts of Paris, Mimi, apparently without friends of her own, confides in Marcello that Rodolfo is a jealous man. (What makes her think Marcello
wants to hear about his buddy's inadequacies? Whatever.) During their conversation
Rodolfo approaches and Mimi hides. Marcello now has to listen to Rodolfo's side of
the story. Turns out Rodolfo thinks Mimi is an attention whore who flirts too much
and wants to drop her like a hot potato. But Rodolfo also expresses guilt about Mimi's
ailing health which is aggravated by their abject poverty. Mimi must take great comfort in knowing that her boyfriend wants to break up with her because he thinks her
a shameless flirt, but sticks around because she is a dead woman walking. Mimi then
coughs and Rodolfo realizes the sham. Can you say awkward? No "its not you, it's
me" conversation ending this love of all ages that took five minutes to realize. Instead
they pledge to stay together. Dumbest couple ever.
Finally, in the apartment that poverty built, all of the relationships are shattered.
Rather than working, the four hacks play dress up and have mock duels and it
becomes obvious why these guys are poor. They spend more time acting like fourteen
year old girls at a slumber party than men who realize it takes money to buy food,
shelter, and clothing. But before the boys can break into a giggly pillow fight, Musetta
enters with a deathly ill Mimi. All of the characters do something nice for Mimi
because that's what you do when someone is hacking up bits of lung. Naturally,
Rodolfo and Mimi use this opportunity to confess their love, but Mimi ruins it by
taking a trip to the big flophouse in the sky and Rodolfo is left crushed with only his
bad poems and ner-do-well roommates to comfort him.
All of the singers had wonderful voices; particularly Shu-Ying Li, who played Mimi.
The set design, especially Cafe Momus, was colorful and lit in such a way that it felt
like a pretentious French patisserie. They also incorporate a massive train engine, and
doesn't the little boy in all of us like gigantic phallic symbols?
The opera was a wonderful experience and a good idea for a date. Alas, I went alone
(after reading this I am sure there is very little doubt as to why) , my only compatriots being widows and divorcees in their late 50s to early 60s who stand in front of the
theater attempting to hustle up cheap tickets (honestly though, who else could really
enjoy a tale of a young woman's death?). Actually I noticed one very attractive young
woman by herself. I thought about talking to her, but I am not sure how well received
"Do you love Puccini as much as I love Puccini?" (He composed La Boheme, you
pervs!) would have been. So instead, I just stared at her lustfully during every intermission. The opera brings out the class in all of us.

The high pedestal afforded cultural property embodies the historical distinction
between military and civilian targets in times of conflict. The importance of this balance came to the forefront of American history at the end of the Second World as
President Harry S. Truman dealt with not oruy the Dresden firebombing but the two
drops on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Kyoto, a major urban center and onetime capital, was the primary candidate for the first
drop on account of the substantial and devastating psychological effects the atomic bomb
would have on a large urban community. Only after extensive discussion was Kyoto dropped
from consideration, opting for Hiroshima, a target with greater military significance and
devoid of POW camps (while maintaining a large urban population exceeding 250,000 people). The Dresden Firebombing on the other hand was a calculated attack on a cultural and
historical jewel of German culture with a military hi-product-troop mobility. In cooperation with Churchill and the Royal Air Force, the American Air Force unleashed hell. Dresden
was consumed by a massive fuestorm. The impact of the bombings reached such intensity
that the conflagration created its own wind system, becoming a self-sustaining monster sucking in air from the surrounding area as it
grew to uncontrollable proportions.
Churches, chapels, theaters, cultural and
historical buildings, gardens, and shops
were thrown into flames, resulting in
casualties that rivaled the blasts on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
These were products of the 'good
war. '
Our world's heritage is not always
sacrificed for noble causes.
The two Buddha statues were housed
in the Barniyan region of Eastern Mghanistan, 2,500 meters above sea level. These statues were icons of the region, massive statues impressed into the mountainside. The smaller (37 meters) was carved in the 3rd century AD. The larger (55 meters) was finished 2
centuries later. The statues reflected the interests of a haven of Buddhist culture, and for
this, the statues would suffer. It almost goes without saying that Buddhism does not hold
the presence in modern Mghanistan as the religion did in ancient times.
In the years leading up to 1996 (the year the Taliban came to power) the modern
Mghan Mujahidin ("ones who struggle") declared a jihad ("to struggle") against the then
ongoing Soviet invasion. However, after successfully fighting off the Soviet forces, the
more prominent groups became both powerful and fractured. The Mujahidin were unable
to establish a government in the wake of the Soviet expulsion and it was in this state of
uncertainty that the Taliban ("student") government, many of whom were part of
Mujahidin factions themselves, most notably Mullah Omar, seized control ofMghanistan.
In March of 2001, Mullah Omar ordered the demolition of the Buddha. The rationale for
the destruction that came out of Afghanistan at the time was inconsistent at best. Taliban
officials relied heavily on the human situation in Mghanistan at the time. The entire country was stricken with starvation and the West was not coming to their aid. Yet, many parties
were willing to aid in the preservation of the statues. At the same time, many of those same
Taliban officials asserted that their Fundamentalist branch oflslam required that the Buddha
be destroyed. However irrational, the Taliban leadership was inspired and committed to following through with the destruction, whether it be characterized as a political response
against Western indifference or a widespread policy directed towards furthering the goals of
a Fundamentalist Islamic state. Either rationale gravely threatened our world's heritage.
In the coming months, I hope to explore the conflict between the modern world and
cultural diversity. Our human and environmental heritage goes deep to the heart of our
identity. It makes life interesting. It makes life worth living. Sometimes, it makes life
worth fighting for.

Our human and environmental heritage goes deep
to the heart ofour identity.
It makes life interesting.
It makes life worth living.
Sometimes, it makes life
worth fighting for.

This section of De Novo has been
brought to you by the good folks at the

THE ARTIST RECOMMENDS:
The Plays of Vaclav Havel

Picasso and American Art

The Last King of Scotland

Three-time Obie-award-winning playwright, Velvet Revolutionary, and former President of the Czech Republic.
Performances primarily at the Brick
Theater in Williamsburg and the
Ohio Theater in Soho. October 25
through December 2

Whitney Museum of American Art,
945 Madison Avenue at 75th Street.
September 28, 2006-January 28, 2007

Starring Forest Whitaker and James
McAvor; directed by Kevin Macdonald.

Poetry Slams and Hip-hop
Hosted by Mahogany Browne
Nuyorican 236 E 3rd (btwn Aves B
and C). Open Slam every Wednesday
(except the first Wednesday of _ the
month) and every Friday @ 9PM
Admission: $7 .00

Borat: Cultural Learnings
of America for Make
Benefit Glorious Nation
of Kazakhstan
Starring Sacha Baron Cohen;
directed by Larry Charles.
Beginning 11-03-2006.

NVLS Artist Collective
We here at the Collective are dedicated
to promoting student-created art in all its
glory. These articles were written by
students just like you. We hope you
enjoyed them. If not, we promise
we'll try harder in the future.

C. Bevis Wong
President

J. Noah Summerfield

cwong05@nyls.edu

jsummerfield05@nyls.edu

Editor-in-Chief

If you would like to submit a piece for a
future publication, or would like more info
on how you can get involved with the
Collective, please feel free to contact us.

adapt i bar
be prepared

The revolutionary new way to prep
for the Multistate Bar Examination.

AdaptiBar is a ground-breaking new online
study tool for the MBE portion of the bar exam. Here's what makes
AdaptiBar the best possible way to study for the MBE!
AdaptiBar adapts to... where you go and what you

Learn at your own pace! With other MBE preparation

know! Study for the MBE anywhere and anytime! All
you need is an Internet connection\ Using patent
pending technology, AdaptiBar recognizes the subjects
in which you excel and those in which you have
difficulty, and then actually adapts the program to
meet your needs.

programs, you take a practice test and then listen to
someone explain the answers all day long. With
AdaptiBar, you don't waste time on answers you
already know!

AdaptiBar provides detailed explanatory answers
written by law professors and legal experts. Not only
do we tell you which answer is correct and why, we also
explain every incorrect answer.

Accept no imitations! Forget simulated MBE questions.
AdaptiBar only uses licensed, authentic questions
prepared by the National Conference of Bar Examiners.

Learn at your own pace! With other MBE preparation
programs, you take a practice test and then listen to
someone explain the answers all day long. With
AdaptiBar, you don't waste time on answers you
already know!

AdaptiBar analyzes your performance in each area of
law on the MBE. This detailed statistical evaluation tells

>

you not only that you need to concentrate on studying
for torts, but also figures out in which subtopics of torts
you need the most work.

AdaptiBar's unique timing analysis calculates your
"sweet spot"- the time at which you answer questions
with the greatest accuracy. AdaptiBar will tell you whether
your chances of answering correctly would improve if
you spent more or less time on each question. Amazing!

AdaptiBar compares you to students throughout the
country. You can see how your performance in each
subject compares to everyone else studying for the
MBE, both state and nationwide!

Enroll online at: www.AdaptiBar.com
or call us toll-free at: 1.877.466.1250
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Test Your Skills Against Editors of Law Reviews
By Bryan A. Garner

We're all fallible. We all make mistakes,
sometimes embarrassing ones. Even our
prestigious law reviews, with teams of editors who scour galleys and proofs to
ensure the accuracy of everything they
publish, occasionally err.
That's no reason to gloat. It's reason for
extra vigilance.
If you want to edit well-either your
own writing or someone else's-you need
a healthy awareness of your own fallibility
in grammar, usage, and proof-reading.
You'll take more and better precautions,
and you'll achieve a greater degree of credibility with your readers.
It's not enough to hope that readers will
figure out what you mean. You must earn
their trust-something that is hardly possible without some serious study and
practice in handling the written word.
Words are tricky: Confusingly similar
words have unrelated meanings; others
with very different looks have allied
meanmgs.
As Richard Grant White, a 19th-century scholar put it: "The most important
part of our every-day English has not to
do with grammar, or with spelling, or
with pronunciation. It has to do with the
right use of words as to their meaning and
their logical connection; and this may be
learned by study and by care at almost any
time of life."
What follows are 20 brief passages from
recent law reviews (mostly from 2000 or
later). Each one presents a usage problem
in which the editors arrived at the wrong
answer. In short, they printed a mistake.
In itself, the mistake may be of no great
consequence. But then consider the truism that errors in form tend to go along-

side errors in content. No publication can
ignore such a threat to its credibility.
Take this quiz and see how you stack up
against law-review boards across the country-on one of their bad days. I've
arranged the errors more or less in order
of seriousness, from the most egregious to
the least. The first few might well be easier for you than the last few. For reliable
results, finish the entire quiz before peeking at the answers.
1. "The process provides a measure of
individual accountability [(a) irregardless, or (b) regardless] of the end
result." (Columbia Law Review)
2. "[E]vil inflicted on the offender can
be a source of satisfaction for the victim and society as a whole, because
the offense itself [(a) illicited, or
(b) elicited] feelings of rage and displeasure." (Ohio State Law journal)
3. "Critics cite his failure to acknowledge
the validity of the EPA as an independent agency as an important difference between [(a) him, or (b) he]
and Nixon." (William & Mary
Environmental Law and Policy Review)
4. "President Mkapa of Tanzania has
published a report disclosing the assets and income amassed by [(a) he,
or (b) him]and his wife, and how
those assets were acquired. (Indiana
journal of Global Legal Studies}
5. "This is a [(a) principal, or (b) principle] reason the socially inclusive
Masons fared better in the early
Republic than did the more selective
Democratic-Republican societies."
(Washington Law Review)
6. "One group of Iowa citizens is seriously [(a) effected, or (b) affected]

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

by the increasing number of deerIowa's agricultural producers." (Drake
journal ofAgricultural Law)
"The district court in Davidson, like
many other courts faced with a case
of some novelty which incorporates
several [(a) discrete, or (b) discreet]
areas of the law, claimed to be deciding the case on state grounds. "
(Northern Kentucky Law Review)
''As a young man, Mr. Cohen was a [(a)
voracious, or (b) vociferous] reader and
a bibliophile." (Law Library journal)
"The First Department upheld the
plaintiffs' claims for breach of contract, fraud, violations of New York
General Business Law, and [(a) tortious, or (b) tortuous] interference
with contract." (Syracuse Law Review)
"[T]his argument [is weakened] when
it is applied to those child sexual battery cases where one witness's testimony is only [(a) collaborated, or (b)
corroborated] by one other's." (University ofMiami Law Review)
"The IJ found a Zaire applicant's testimony to be [(a) incredulous, or (b) incredible], inconsistent and contradictory." (William Mitchell Law Review)
"The concetted and sometimes conflicting efforts of feminists, transsexual
persons, [and others] ... have put increasing pressure on the conceptual
and coercive[ (a) apparatuses, or (b)
apparati] of gender in the new millennium." (California Law Review)
"The numerous studies revealed that
between 33% and 65% are [(a) adverse, or (b) averse] to receiving spam."
(Brooklyn journal ofInternational Law)
"[I] nternational human rights should
be treated as more than a series of [(a)

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

laudable, or (b) laudatory] goals."
(Berkeley journal ofInternational Law)
"The holding in James [(a) mitigates, or
(b) militates] against these long-term
effects by discouraging underpleading
in tott suits." (Missouri Law Review)
'~uthorization to enact regulations can
be conferred by either of two [(a) alternate, or (b) alternative] methods.
(American journal ofComparative Law)
"Over the last two decades, the legal
profession has undergone a pro found
change in public image, [(a) Regrettably, or (b) Regretfully], this
change has been for the worse."
(UCLA Entertainment Law Review)
"In State Street Bank, the Federal
Circuit [(a) uncategorically, or (b)
categorically] and unceremoniously
eliminated the former business method
exception to patentability." (Rutgers
Computer and Technology Law journal)
"[T]he Homeless Persons' Survival
Act .. . offered emergency relief initiatives, long-term solutions, and [(a)
preventive, or (b) preventative] measures." (Arizona State Law Review)
"When her mother died, Justice
Kennard used her $5,000 inheritance
to gain [(a) admission, or (b) admittance] into Pasadena City College,
where she went on to earn a scholarship that en abled her to attend the
University of Southern California."
(Albany Law Review)

Answers on Page 8

Crossword Puzzle Fun
ACROSS
1. Sod
5. Dish of raw vegetables
10. Narrow strip of wood
14. Opaque gemstone
15. From the beginning: Lat.
16. Yearn deeply
17. Attitude
18. Thick fleshy underground stem
19. Notion
20. Respirator
22. Go about stealthily
23. Storage container
24.As well
25. Place in order
29. Abudant
33. Prevail
34. Letter opener
36. Challange to complete
a task
37. Oxygen, for example
38. Intensely ardent
39. Convert into leather
40. Above, finished
47. Learner
49. Foul
50. Arab instrument
51. Crouch in fear
54. Lateral curvature of the
spine

60. Son of Adam and Eve in
the Old Testament
61. Christmas song
62. Whip
63. Tribute
64. Staring intently
65. Look at lustfully
66. Earthen pot
67. Founder of the Mogul
Empire
68. Requirement

DOWN
1. Pith helmet
2. Atop
3. Skin eruption
4. Run-down hotel
5. Monetary unit of
Thailand
6. Adjoin
7. Timberwolf
8. Affirm solemnly
9. Golden, in France
10. Resembling a spiral
11. Italian resort
12. Once more
13. Bluey-green color
21. Waterfall
22. Explosive sound
24. Member of the
Conservative Party

25. Slang
26. Rob, old-style
27. Ascended
28. Prepares for publication
29. Unit of weight in
gemstones
30. Like granola
31. Salt of uric acid
32. Psychics claim to have a
sixth one
35 Still, in poetry
38. Longstanding argument
41. German measles
43. Island in central Hawaii
44. Phantom
46. Implement used when
rowing a boat
48. Wheel
51. Roman censor
52. Ancient Greek coin
53. Commendably
54. Narrative of heroic
exploits
55. Grump
56. Exude slowly
57. Wise
58. Wight or Man
59. Storage shelter
61. Taxi

See Crossword Puzzle Solution
on Page 8
Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com (http://www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.
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Test Your Skills Against Law Review: Answers
KEY TO CORRECT ANSWERS

SCORING GUIDE

1. (b) Regardless: see Redbook at 231;

18-20 correct: Superb
16-17 correct Good
14-15 correct Fair
1-13 correct: Poor

DMLUat469.
2. (b) Elicited: see Redbook at 204;
DMLUat 416.
3. (a) Him: see Redbook § 10.13 at
132; DMLU at 592.
4. (b) Him: see Redbook§ 10. 13 at 132;
DMLUat 592.
5. (a) Principal: see Redbook :ii 229'
DMLU at 691-92; TLR Manual at
67-68
6. (b) Affected: see Redbook at 184;
DMLU at 34; TLR Manual at 56-57
7. (a) Discrete: see Redbook at 202;
DMLU at 281-82.

ABBREVIATIONS KEY
DMLU = Garner, A Dictionary of
Modern Legal Usage (2d ed. 1995)
Redbook = Garner, The Redbook: A
Manual an Legal Style (2002)
TLR Manual= Texas Law Review
Manual on Style, Usage, and Editing
(9th ed. 2002)

8. (a) Voracious: see any good dictionary.
9. (a) Tortious: see Redbook at 239;
DMLU at 885-86.
10. (b) Corroborated: see Redbook at 193;

DMLUat227.
11. (b) Incredible: see Redbook at 198;

DMLUat435.
12. (a) Apparatuses: see DMLU at 66.
13. (b) Averse: see Redbook at 184;
DMLUat 33.
14. (a) Laudable: see Redbook at 218;
DMLUat 502
15. (b) Militates: see Redbook at 222;
DMLUat 569
16. (b) Alternative: see Redbook at 185;

lfrom page 6)

17. (a) Regrettably. see Redbook at 232;

DMLUat748
18. (b) Categorically. see DMLU at 896
19. (a) Preventive: see Redbook at 229;
DMLUat690.
20. (a) Admission: see Redbook at 184;
DMLUat29
"Test Your Skills Against Editors of Law
Reviews" by Bryan A. Garner, published
in Student Lawyer, Volume 31, No. 5,
January 2003. © 2003 by the American
Bar Association Reprinted with permissiOn.

DMLUat748

THIS ISSUE'S SUDOKU: THREE LEVELS TO CHOOSE FROM
Sudoku 1: Easy Puzzle

Sudoku II: Medium Puzzle
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Sudoku Ill: Evil Puzzle
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Puzzle by websudoku.com

Puzzle by websudoku.com

RULES
Here are the rules of the puzzle-There is really only one rule: Fill in the grid so

th~t every row, every ~~lumn, and every 3 x 3 box contains the digits 1 through 9.
Th1s means that: the d1g1ts to be entered are 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

Crossword Puzzle Solution
lfrom page 6)

This is a row 9 cells wide.

191613/1/71412/s/s/
A fille_d-in row must have one of ~ach dig~t. That means that each digit appears only
once m a row. There are 9 rows m the gnd, and the same applies to each of them.
This is a column, 9-cells tall.
A filled-in-column ~ust have one of each digit. That means that each digit
appears only once m the column. There are 9 columns in the grid and the
same applies to them.

This is a box containing 9 cells in a 3x3 layout.
A filled-in-box must have one of each digit. That
means that each digit appears only once in the
box. There are 9 boxes in the grid and the same
applies to them. You cannot change the digits
already provided in the grid. You have to work
around them. Each puzzle has just one correct
solution.
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See Sudoku Solutions
on Page 2
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